
 
  

ZSpeed Twin/Triple Disk Clutch Install Guide  

  

Do not take the small 9, 10mm nuts loose in center of clutch 

cover!   

Only remove the 9 outside bolts turning them loose ONLY 1/2 

a turn at a time in a crisscross pattern to prevent damage to 

aluminum cover!   

1. Remove 9 bolts ½ turn at a time completely and set aside 

being careful not to lose washers.   



  
2. Lift and Remove aluminum cover only and place face 

down on bench.  These pictures are for a twin disk, if you 

have the triple you will have once extra floater and one 

extra disk, just remove and stack in the cover the exact 

way you lift them out keeping the direction the same (flip 

them over into the cover)   



  
3. One at a time remove pressure plate, friction disk and 

floater plates and center drive and place them in the 

clutch cover in the same exact manner as removed.   

4. Make SURE Pressure plate and floater plates are sitting in 

the correct V shaped grooves as shown below.  



 



 



 



  

5. Install flywheel to crank making sure to line up crank pin 

alignment dowel with hole in center of flywheel.   

6. Install with included flywheel bolts and using blue loc-tite 

tq bolts to 68ftlbs.   

  

7. Grabbing full clutch assy you assembled in step 3 hold 

entire set together and install alignment tool from front 

to line up center drive and hold up to flywheel while 

starting the outside 9 allen head bolts.   

  

  
  



With blue loc-tite on all bolt threads, Finger tighten all 9 bolts 

centering the clutch set as you go making sure alignment tool 

is fully seated into crank bushing.   

Tighten bolts 1/2 turn at a time in a crisscross pattern until 

bolts are snugged all the way down, Then using a TQ wrench, 

torque all bolts to 25 ft-lbs. in a crisscross pattern.   

  


